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AUI is a grassroots campaign collaborating with one or more organizations of which you are a
member, constituent, and/or supporter to combat weaponization of the U.S. legal system1 involving
apparent judicial misconduct. The campaign website2 details AUI’s mission, current endeavors, and
objectives. This two-pager condenses and presents that information in terms of your potential,
direct involvement. Hopefully this presentation helps you understand what can be accomplished
with and for you as well as causes about which you are concerned, in conjunction with AUI.

This phenomenon entails deliberate violations of civil, constitutional, and/or human rights imposed through abuse of
legal processes. AUI sometimes refers to it as organized U.S. legal system abuse facilitated by unchecked judicial
misconduct.
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PUBLIC INTEREST LOBBYING AND OTHER SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
You are encouraged to describe your personal exposure to organized U.S.
legal system abuse facilitated by unchecked judicial misconduct in a
paragraph of five (5) sentences or less. AUI will arrange to include that
testimonial in a legislative leave-behind package including your name,
organization affiliation if any, city/state of residence, email address, and
perhaps an image of you. Your organization(s) with which AUI is
collaborating will explore opportunities for in-person or virtual meetings
with state legislators and U.S. Senators as well as Representatives as part of
efforts to redress difficulties described or referenced by your brief
testimonial. You will be invited to attend and speak at whatever legislative
meetings that AUI secures relevant to your personal difficulties. You may
also be invited to speak at other AUI events and interviewed as part of the
campaign’s video series featured on You Tube.
DIRECT ACTION
Although various “class actions” are pillars of AUI’s efforts to secure
personal relief for people directly impacted by the brand of U.S. legal
system corruption that it addresses, the campaign highlights and
strengthens those rather legalistic efforts through direct action whenever
possible. Direct action, i.e., demonstrations, pickets, and other forms of
public protest are also key tactics for achieving the sweeping U.S. legal
system reforms that AUI seeks. So, please be sure to coordinate with AUI
administrators to reflect whatever objectives you share with the campaign
in direct actions you spearhead. And please commit to actively promoting
as well as participating in whatever direct action that AUI spearheads to the
extent that you can.
FOCUS ON INDIANA
The state of Indiana's legal system was Ground Zero in the effort to keep
AUI and related compliance with America's ICCPR (International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights) from ever coming to past. Since U.S. politician
Michael R. Pence was Governor of Indiana and then U.S. Vice President
during some relevant times, AUI will continue efforts of its predecessors to
enlist his support. If you have ever resided or currently reside in Indiana,
please become part of AUI’s “Focus On Indiana”.
ORGANIZE AN EVENT, VOLUNTEER, DONATE, AND FUNDRAISE
Again, YOU = AUI. AUI will never be as formidable as it can be without
people like you undertaking classic as well as customized ways of
supporting the campaign. Arguably key to AUI’s effectiveness is its
sustainability, and that is all about you and others being willing to organize
events, volunteer, donate, and fundraise for and with AUI.
The good, bad, and ugly of AUI’s endeavors are all historic, but if you simply
watch without helping to shape this history-in-the-making, AUI may not
have the wherewithal to help positively impact America’s future. AUI boils
down to helping get the relief you deserve and the U.S. legal system reform
that America very much needs. What’s not to support?
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